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Dynamic Behaviour of Attaching Jet
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Synopsis5

The dynamic behaviour of attaching jet with singlff

side wall tu step control flow and the switching proces~

of the bisxable amplifiers were invesxigated experi

mentally and theoretically.

In the experiments, a large scale model wa~ used

with water. The flow patterns were visualized by the

tracer of polysxrene granules and were recorded by a

cinecamera.

was assumed.

In the analysis, the quasi-steady proces&

The results obtained can be summarized as follows.:

1) The proposed analytical dynamic model of attaching

jet explains well the dynamic behaviour of attaching

jet with single side wall.

2) The process" of the opposite wall switching may be

divided into three phases.

3) The analytical model of the opposite wall switching,

including the formulation of the switching criteriun,

was proposed.

1. Introduction

Many works have been done on the dynamics of bistable wall at

tachment fluid amplifier. Some of them include papers by M~ller 1),

Lush 2), and Epstein 3), which were studied on the end wall switching,
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Of several types of switching possible in bistable fluid amplifiers,

the opposite wall switching is considered to be the most fundamental

and most important type 4). Hence, it is necessary to formulate the

switching process, especially the dynamic one, of this type.

However, such process was analyzed theoretically by Ozgu 5) only.

His theory puts stress on the process that the main jet moves down-

stream attaching on both side walls. It seems that this theory can

be applied phenomenally in case of small offset or relatively large

input. But this lacks generality in explaining the mechanism of the

opposite wall switching, because this~ does not consider the influence

of the opposite wall on the attaching jet, i.e. lowering of static

pressure in opposite side. So, more reasonable theory is required.

Therefore, mainly by means of flow visualization, the dynamic

behaviour of attaching jet to step control flow is investigated

experimentally and theoretically.

First, for a model of the fluidic device with single side wall,

the analytical dynamic model of attaching jet is proposed based on

the statical analysis. And this theory is compared with the experi

mental results.

Next, after making clear the mechanism of the opposite wall

switching by experiments and discussing the problems in formulating

the process, an analytical model is proposed, which includes the

switching criterion.

2. Experimental Setup and Method

Fig.l shows the large scale model used for experiments. In order

to simplify an analytical model, this model has no splitter and suf-

70~+-------330-------t

Aspect ratio = 5

Re=8.3Xl03

Fig.l Large scale

model
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Fig.2 Schematic diagram of experimental set-up

ficiently long walls comnared with its, attachment distance. The ex

perimental setup is shown in Fig.2. All experiments are carried out

with water. Reynolds number of the jet was 8300 using the main nozzle

width as the characteristic length. Pressure changes in several

points in the flow field are measured by mini-pressure transducers and

A step-wise changeare recorded by the electro-magnetic oscillograph.

in the control flow is applied by a solenoid valve.

In order to observe the dynamic behaviour of the jet in switching

process, the polystrene granules are mixed into the main jet as the

tracer for flow visualization. The granules are 0.5 - 0.8 mm in di

ameter and have the same specific gravity as water. The attachment

distance and the deflection angle of jet are evaluated by photo

graphs, obtained by a 16 mm cinecamera.

3. Dynamic Behaviour of Jet with Single Side Wall

3.1. Theoretical Analysis

The theory is based on the statical analysis of attaching jet 6).

The analytical model is shown in Fig.3. In this analysis, the follow

ing assumptions are added tu those used usually 6).
(a) The growth o£ the separation bubble is treated as a quasi-steady

process.
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(b) The separation bubble is defined as the region enclosed by the jet

centerline and the bounding walls, shaded region in Fig.].

Further, all variables in equations are,non-dimensionalized under

the condition of'the constant supply flow, because the use of the

pressure source could not be realized in experiments.

Momentum Balance

Three control volumes (C.V. in short) are considered as shown in

Fig.]. Considering C.V.I, the momentum equations are..
J sin6 = J c + Pnbc' (1)

and J COsO*~ J s ' (2)

where J s =pQs 2/bs 2(X} Psobs
and J c =pQc 2/bc 2Q(c2 (Pc - Pn)bc'

From C.V.II, the following equation is obtained,

(J - J~)cosO* = (Pn - PB)n*. (3)

In above three equations, Eqo(l) - Eq.(]), the quantities, J,Js *,8*
and Pn are unknown, and PB is obtained by the other relationso In

addition, therefore, one equation is necessary. It is. assumed that the

jet momentum in flow direction increases suddenly at the section BE.
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(4 )

J-Js * may be represented as follows:

J c + 2)..(PD - PB)bc '

increment

*J - J s

exchange factor, by which the pressure in interaction region7\. is an

Then, the

non-dimensionalized form,

is exchanged into the momentum downstream.

From Eq.(l) and Eq.(2), we obtain in

tan 8* = Q'c2/bc + iiiD'i\/(2(Xs2).

Considering the time required during the deflection of the jet,

(5)

Eq. (1)

U2bt
m

equation can be written in a

is assumed to have following meanings:

tan&,* = PDb c/(2a s 2 ) ('t.= 0-=0)

- 2/- - - /( a 2) ( )= Qc b c + PDbc 2 s . -z:: ~ 0+

Using Simson's velocity profile of the free jet, the momentum Jd

becomes as followings:

Jd = Jos + 0.734 u~ba + 0.266

Since Jos=Pso(l + Po/4)bs C( s 2, the above

non-dimensional form:

(1 PD/4 )/2
-2- -2- (6 )J d + + 0.734umb a + 0.266umb t·

Assuming J s * ~ J s in Eq.3, the' combined jet momentum J is given by

1 - 2 - A (PD PB) bc/IX;. (7)J = + Qc /bc + -
From Eq. (4) and Eq. (7) , we obtain a following equation:

- - 2 Qc 2/bc
PD - p =cx

B s -*/( ..t'*) '\-D 2cosU -A b c

(8)

So

Finally, considering C.V.III, the momentum

Jd - Jcos(X+O*) D*PB cos(X

Jd - J cos(<%+O*)
2CX~ --

D* cosa

equation is

By the usual assumption, the equation, J/R = -PB' is obtained.

The radius of curvature of jet centerline R is expressed w~th non

dimensional form as

(10)R = - 2(X ~ :J/PB"
Geometrical Relations

By referring to Fig.3, the virtual impingement angle of jet to the

side wall may be given by

R - ~ a

where ~ a is the jet width on the

cos e Rcos(CX+O) -*- D cosOt

attachment point,

(11)

and is given

by

~a = 2.02(ba - btl + b t ,

and 8 'l!' 0* +bc / (2R) •

The distance from the nozzle exit to the point above the attachment
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point along the jet centerline is given by

x a = R(CX+6 +0) + b c /2. (12)

The distance from offset wall to the attachment point along the wall,

that is, the attachment distance, is given by

xR = (R - ~a)sin 6 + R sin(D: + 0) + b c /2 coset

- (0.5 + Ii) s in ex. •
Next, the volume of the separation bubble is defined as the region

ABCIHGA as shown in Fig.3, and is given by

V = \lOIR + DGMLH - AQML + AQAB - /::,. OLC , (13)

where Q OIH = R2 «(X + e + 0 )/2,

Q GMLH = HL cos 0 (bc + HL sino )/2,

HL = R - {(R -~a) cos 6 /cos(a +o>}
6. QML (HL sino + b c /2)2/2 tan(X

6. QAB b~/2 tanCX ,

and IJ. OLC (R -~a)2/2 cos e.sin(ex. + 6 + e)/cos(c~ +0).

Continuity

Referring to Fig.3, the rate of growth of the bubble is given by

dV
d't

which becomes

and

where following equations are used,

Qout ="umba ,

Qin = Qis + Qc

'l:. = t us/bs .

(14 )

(15)

3.2. Computational Procedures

Equations (5) through (14) constitute the complete set of equa

tions necessary for the solution of the growing transient of the

bubble. In Fig.4, the flow chart for computation is shown. Time t

can be obtained by following integration:

(V dV
t =}V(dV/dt)

o

In practical computation, time t can be obtained by the numerical

integration using the half valued width b a as a parameter. As a first

step, the initial value of b a is determined by Eq.(14) where dV/dt=O

and Qc=O, Next, the deflection angle S* is increased by small amount,

step by step, until Eq.(5) is satisfied. Then, b a is increased by

small amount. By this method the time required for deflection of jet
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Procedures mentioned above are repeated until
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the flow becomes the steady state: dV/dt=O.

the flow pattern at arty time.

In this way, we: can know

Fig.4 Flow chart

attachment point

Photo.l Definition of xR and 0
in photograph

).3., Comparison with Experimental Results

In calculation the exchange factor A=O.2 and the discharge coef

ficient of main nozzle ()( s=l are used. The simultaneous equations are

solved in iteration process by the Newton's method.

Fig.5 shows the step response of the attachment distance xR ' and

Fig.6 shows the step response of the deflection angle of jet 6 .
~ and 6 are measured as, shown in Photo.l. The response records of

the static pressure in interaction region PD are shown in Fig.7,

which are compared with theoretical results. In Photo.2, the calcu

lated jet centerlines are compared with the flow pattern obtained by

flow visualization. The proposed analytical model explains well the

dynamic behaviour of attaching jet with single side wall.

4., Dynamic Behaviour of Jet in SWitching

4.1. Switching Mechanism

Flow patterns of jet in switching is shown in Photo.3. Fig.S

shows the pressure changes in attaching side and in opposite one.

By observing these behaviours of jet, it is seen that the opposite

wall switching process can be divided into the following three phases:

Phase 1 begins when a step change' in the control flow is applied and

ends when the switching criterion is satisfied.
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Phase 2 'follows. phase I and ends when the jet attaches to the opposite

s~de wall.

Phase J follows phas.e 2 and ends. when a pressure signal is obtained in

a reciever placed dOwnstream of the fluidic device. During this. phase

the jet remains as it attaches with both side walls.

"The switching criterion" used above is to determine the minimum

control pulse which can switch the jet.

Us'ing the pressure changes in Fig.8(b) and the flow patterns in

Photo.3(b), the switching process mentioned above is explained as

below. Referring to the pressure change in opposite side, it is notic

ed that there is a difference in the rate of the pressure change before

time AJ and one after time AJ. The time when PN begins to lower may be

the time when the jet begins to move from attaching side to opposite
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side, or the switching criterion is just satisfied. Thus the phase 1

ends. And then PN lowers rapidly and the jet attaches to the opposite

side wall at time A5. This period is the phase 2. It is considered

that the substantial switching ends at this time. After that, the

bubble·moves downstream, and PN and PB become stable after rising

momentarily. This time may be defined as the end of the switching.,

The dynamic behaviour of jet to relatively small input (Qc~ Qcs )

is. shown in Photo.3(b) and Fig.S(b). That to re~atively large input

(Qc= 2Qcs) is shown in Photo.3(a) and Fig.S(a), where Qcs is the

static switching control flow rate. The comparison between both cases

shows that the switching transient to relatively large input may be

divided into two phases. (phase 1 and phase 3, only).

While, experiments show that the switching process may be ana

lyzed by putting stress on the phase 3 as done by Ozgu 5) when a step

input is relatively large or the offset is relatively small.

4.2. Formulation 0.1 Switching Process

The phase 2 of the three phases mentioned in previous section

may be difficult to formulate because of its complexity in the flow

pattern as shown in Photo.4. However, admitting the fact that the

time of this phase occupies a very little of total switching time and

that the switching process can be divided into two phases(phase 1 and

phase 3 ) in case of relatively large input, the formulation of the

switching process may be possible as follows:

As the flow pattern at any time can be obtained by the theory in

section 3.1, the time of phase 1 can be calculated if the switching

criterion is formulated. With consideration of the influence of

on the radius of curvature of

Photo.4 Flow pattern in phase 2 Photo.5 Flow pattern in phase 3
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jet R , the switching criterion is given by

(16 )

where c is a:. constant quantity and ~ R is an infinitesimal change of R.

The bubble in the phase 3 has a; circular region as shown in Photo.5.

This photograph means that little flow goes.. out of the bubble. There

fore, the switching time required the phase 3 can be obtained by the

following equation,

dV
~ = Qin - Qout'

where Qin = Qc + Qs + Qe'

Qout = Qe'
and Qe is the flow rate entrained from the region downstream by the

attaching jet. The bubble in this phase is defined by the region en

closed by the attaching streamline and the bounding walls. This at

taching streamline is approximated with a circular arc.
The analytical model proposed above can not estimate the time

required for the phase 2, but this method has a merit that we can

obtain the switching time checki~g whether the jet switches or not.

The calculated results are compared with the experimental in

Fig.10, where 'Z: I is the time required for the phase 1, and 'ta is

the total switching time. While, for simplifying the analysis, it is

assumed that the phase 3 ends when the attaching streamline reaches

the end of the fluidic device., as shown in Fig.9. In calculation,

c=O.25 is used.

input signal

total pitot tube _ r
'---t--b-__~fEo==/=outPut Signalh Co.=1r-

output signal

the definition of
the switching time

Fig.9 Analytical model for phase 3
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Fig.10 Calculated switching times, compared with experimental

5. Conclusion

The dynamic behaviuor of attaching jet to step control flow was

discussed theoretically and experimentally, mainly by means of flow

visualization. The results are summarized as follows:

(1) The proposed analytical dynamic model of attaching jet, in which

the quasi-steady process is assumed, explains well the dynamic be

haviour of attaching jet with single side wall.

(2) The process of the opposite wall switching may be divided into

three phases.

(3) Based on the experiments, the analytical model of the opposite wall

switching, including the formulation of the switching criterion, was

proposed.
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Nomenclature

b a half valued width at attachment point

bs,bc : nozzle width of main jet and control jet

b t potential core width, (1 - x/xc )bs /2

J combined jet momentum

J: momentum through the section BE

J d momentum proceeding downstream along attached wall

Pso total pressure of main jet injected into space with uniform

ambient pressure

x

Xc

e

1\

~a

.P
1:
C)

static pressure in interaction region

mean pressure in separation bubble

static pressure in opposite side

flow rate entrained from downstream in phase 3

time

maximum velocity on velocity profile

distance along jet centerline from main nozzle exit

potential core length

attachment distance

volume of the bubble

inclined wall angle on attached side and opposite

deflection angle of jet

virtual impingement angle

exchange factor

jet width at attachment point

fluid density

non-dimensionalized time

quantity .non-dimensionalized by b s ' P so ' Qs and J s




